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The Great Philosophers:
           Where They Missed It, And Why,

My thesis: Consciousness and not matter is the true basis of the universe.

My own road to the sundance,
Lay through the study of philosophy,
But in case you feel, like a woman friend of mine,
That reading philosophy is like ‘chewing cement,’
I will make a simple and brief account of their key ideas,

The great philosophers missed it,




Modern skepticism about knowing owes to Kant, who held that the mind contributes so much to its own knowing, that we cannot know ‘things in themselves,’ but only as they appear to us through our distorting lenses,

And for this reason, Kant called science ‘empirically real,’ but ‘transcendentally ideal,’
That is, it works for our ordinary sense of the world,
But it cannot lay claim to be the ultimate truth of the universe,
And Kant thought that ultimate truth of the universe, noumenal reality, could not be known,
Though he gave back to ethics a little of what he took away from metaphysics,
The ability to assert the existence of freedom, God and immortality, as ‘the condition of the possibility’ of ethics, without being able to say anything about them,

What perplexed Kant was the sure progress in science, theories on which all scientists could agree, compared to the total lack of progress in theology,

But if Kant had read the mystics of all cultures and climes,
Who are in virtually complete agreement on the consciousness universe,
Rather than the theologians, who agree on nothing,
We would be living in a different world to-day.

Kant began his enquiry with Descartes’ concept of the self—minds in bodies knowing things,




Kant thought that we were minds in bodies,
And could not know the Real,

I say: 
We are Spirit in a body, and can know anything,
But you must put your eye to the telescope,




Behind Kant was Descartes.
Descartes missed it at matter, but it was a fruitful miss, for it enabled developing science to get off the ground, to measure and weigh without having to worry about inner life in nature,

But now, modern science has reached an impasse on many fronts, 
And we must revise Descartes’ concept of matter.

Descartes, in fact, stripped from nature her very animating principle, 
No wonder science has ‘failed to find the road to Reality,’
And now, we have restored it.

And if Descartes had taken seriously, for his metaphysics, the rich dreams by which he guided his life, we would be living in a different world to-day.

3. The Middle Ages,

Back behind Descartes are the MiddleAges, 
The medieval dualisms, that enshrine all things Masculine, 
Man is divine, woman isn’t,
Reason is divine, the emotions and passions aren’t,
Heaven is divine, Earth isn’t,

Descartes could so easily do in the Earth,
Strip Earth of her anima,
Her mystery,
Turn the Earth, she who had once been worshipped as a Goddess,
Almost overnight into a thing, a resource, a commodity, 
To be bought and sold at will,
Because the Middle Ages had done it for him—.

These dualisms still live on in the collective unconscious of the modern world, and they are driving us all insane:

Some of us are divine, others aren’t,
The people at the top are divine, no one else is,
Some parts of us are divine, other parts aren’t

And so, we have replaced these dualisms, so typical of the Piscean Age, 
The two fish,
With a unity concept of Being,  
Wherein all is sacred

That it is all Spirit,
And Spirit is Love,
And Spirit is here.

St. Thomas Aquinas, who gave the Catholic church its most decisive teachings, worked within the Form/Matter distinction of Aristotle: All beings were composed of form and matter, God was pure Form without matter.
St. Thomas never seems to have known the God who is Love,
But towards the end of his life, he made an experience of this God,
Of the tremendous Love that Spirit is, 
Referred to Spirit as ‘She,’ 
And spoke in terms of the Alchemists of Self,

There is something missing in religious tradition,
Not mentioned,
Not said,
Men speak of the Love of God,
They do not know this Love,




Behind St. Thomas was Aristotle, truly, the closest philosopher to the truth of things, 
With his notion of the Prime Mover, who keeps all things in motion by their desire for his perfection.

Aristotle’s inspirations were Art and Biology, and he explained beings in terms of 4 causes—matter, the material cause, given form by the final, formal and efficient causes.

The primary cause in nature is the formal cause, the essence of a being, that gives shape , embodiment, to all the other causes,

But Aristotle’s formal cause operates very like a self, working to give matter a shape, in the interest of some final purpose,

And the true distinction needs to be, not the Form/Matter, but the Spirit/Matter distinction, with its further understanding that there is no matter in Aristotle’s sense of it,
No ‘hyle’ about which to be contemptuous, 
Both Spirit and matter are forms of consciousness,

And so, perhaps philosophers may now find some reason to respect the Earth,
For she is not 
Mere matter,’
All matter contains consciousness,
Is an expression of consciousness,
Indeed, is an expression of Spirit,

She is our nearest representative,
Our nearest incarnation of Spirit,
As women’s traditions have always known,

5. And here is where the whole of philosophy went wrong,

The whole of philosophy missed it at matter,
At the concept of matter
When you get matter wrong,
You get the Earth and everything else wrong as well.

Matter, something men have despised from the beginning,
Held in contempt,
Looked down upon,
An excuse for men to float their lofty opinion of themselves,
Their own egos,
By defining themselves against it,




The echo of that great primordial taking ourselves out of nature,

The catastrophe we have been for the planet,
And for one another,
Starts there,
With this false concept of matter,
For down the road, it will turn into contempt for the body,




The whole of the philosophical tradition,
Missed it at matter,
It is all that simple,
The key to understanding everything,

And so, in these pages, we have re-written matter,





Behind Aristotle is Plato, and the great original roadmap of philosophy.
Whitehead: The whole of philosophy is a series of footnotes to Plato.

Plato’s inspiration was Greek geometry, the world of invisible, eternal forms—perfect circles, squares, triangles—shining through the imperfect circles and squares written on blackboards,
Likewise, Plato thought there was a realm of unchanging and eternal Forms that lay behind the whole of Being, 
Patterns for the world, translated into a world by a half-god who took those patterns, 
And ‘persuaded’ matter, all of this unruly stuff just lying about, 
Mainly causing trouble,
To organize around them, 
To make a cosmos,

Plato’s Forms come down through physics as the laws of nature, ideas in the mind of God.

In Plato, Love and Reason were together, both halves of our beings seeking the same ends, a vision of the immortal, eternal Forms.

But philosophers after Plato dropped Love, in favor of Reason, 

And now a one-sided tradition of Reason has run its course, 
Grown arid and stale in the modern world, thin and bare, bureaucratic, 
Ravaging and destroying its own life-support systems, 
A good definition of insanity, 
Modern Reason, one of Goya’s nightmares,







Has bequeathed to us a world in which all relationships are disordered,
Especially that to the Earth,

And it all begin’s with Plato,
And with the great original road-map of philosophy,

a. On many things, Plato has never been surpassed.
Plato has never been surpassed on Love,
Teachings, in The Symposium, put into the mouth of a woman,
Diotima:

Love is a madness, but a divine madness, on which all prophecy and poetry travel,
Love has something to do with eternity,
Something to do with immortality,
In the Lesser Mysteries—the begetting of physical children—seeking a kind of immortality in time,
In the Greater Mysteries, a flight of mind and soul upwards,
In the company of a soul-mate,
From beauty to beauty,
Through Art, Music, Poetry,
Literature, Laws and Constitutions,
Up to a vision of the eternal and unchanging Forms themselves,
From which one returns to Earth to live virtuously,
That is to be ‘as timeless as mortal man may be,’

And in The Phaedrus,
The beholding of a beautiful face, a form,
That stupifies one in amazement,
Reined in,
An honoring, revering Love,
Makes the dried up stumps of wings we once had,
Wings that enabled us to follow the god of our choice in Heaven,
Makes those stumps to sprout and grow,
Filling the soul with living waters,
With new life, as in Spring,
Brings to us remembrance of the god we once followed in Heaven,
And brings to birth a god within,
Remembrance of why we came to Earth,
And our true tasks here,
And again, brings forth a life of virtue,
Our fullest and truest way of living timelessly in time,

And just as Love flied upwardy,  from beauty to beauty, to a vision of the Forms,
So too Reason makes a similar flight upwards,
Through the critique, and the overcoming, of its own first principles,

b. And Plato has knowing right,
The human situation in the world right,
And he knew about reincarnation.

Plato knew that we come to Earth from spiritual realms,
Knowing all things,
Then we put on ‘the blinkers’ of our society,
And we forget,
In order to be able to function in the physical domain,

And then, later in life,
Somehow, through a teacher,
Or through our own efforts to ‘wake-up,’
We manage to take of the blinkers,
And we remember and know the truth that the unconditioned self knows,
The unconditioned self comes to Earth knowing that it has had past lives,
That the one law of the Earth plane is ‘harm to none,’
That it is really a divine being,
Eternal and immortal,
That it is being taken care of,

And then: It forgets,
And takes on the terms of our Cartesian world
For the conditioned self, all these things that we deeply know must be proven,
And so, in these pages, I have been showing the way beyond our Cartesian world,

c. Did Plato abandon the theory of Forms?
He went beyond it, into deeper knowing.

Plato gives us many true and beautiful images,
Connected by long strings of argument,
But ultimately: Only glimmers and glimpses of the fullness of Truth,

Ultimately, Plato missed it,
And the modern world,
The state of the modern world, can be viewed as the conclusion of a long argument across the centuries,
That began with false premise,
That refutes it.

d. Plato missed it,
Where did Plato miss it?
He missed it at the One.

Plato had the One,
He did not have the ‘All is One’ of the pre-Socratic mystics,
And he did not have the Oneness of the ancient Feminine Mystery schools, 
And the ancient matriarchies before him,

And Plato did not know that the One is Love,
If he had, we would all be living in a different world to-day.

Why did Plato not realize that the One is Love?
The answer is simple: There were no women in Plato’s Academy,
No women in the discussions,
Women were edited out of history at the very beginning,

Plato did not know the One is Love, perhaps because he edited women out of the discussion at the very beginning, 
No women allowed in the Academy,

7. And now, the women are here,

The cave of history, Plato’s cave, is a very male cave—male science, male philosophy, male governments, male politics, male religion, male inquisitions,

The whole of human history rings with the deafening silence of women,
I first heard this silence as a tutor at St. John’s College in New Mexico,
I had studied science with men and philosophy with men,
I have been part of a male church with men,
And have read all of the Great Books—there is not a single term in which women can be put down that I do not know--
But I never knew this truth, 
For there were women in all my classes, 
And women among my teachers,
And then I went to St. John’s,
Where in all four years, day in and day out,
Every book that we read was written by a man,
And most of the forty tutors were men,

There, I heard the silence of women, 
The whole of history rings with the deafening silence of women, 
Hardly a peep out of them during all of the past 10,000 years, 
Just a few: Sappho, St. Teresa of Avila, Hildegaard von Bingen, Jane Austen, the Brontes,

What were my mothers and sisters doing throughout the Ages?
Why did they not speak up?
Why were they so silent?
Where we their poetry and philosophy, their art and music?

There isn’t any, because women were silenced, 
Speak up, and you were put to death.

Why were women left out of the discussion?
The neurons produce consciousness, every one knows that…
Women have nothing to say, everyone knows that…
Women don’t know anything,
 Women are children,
Women only know what men tell them,
And so Aristotle: It’s empirically obvious that women are children,
They have to be ruled by men,

Well, that is the trouble with empiricism, 
You do not know what you are really seeing,
What you are looking at,
Aristotle was completely unaware that centuries before him,
Women had held property,
Political office,
Were symbolized by both the sun and the moon,
And then, somewhere along the line,
Women had been stripped of their power,
Denied an education,
Turned into ninnies by men,
And dumbed down into submission,,

And thence, our long unhappy history,
Simone de Beauvoir: First they clipped her wings,
And then complained she couldn’t fly.

Women, what could women possibly have to say?
Women know that the One is Love,
Men think that the One is a formula.

Women have nothing to say, everyone knows that,
Women only know what men tell them…

Well, burning women at the stake is out of fashion these days,
And now, once again, here we are,
The great underground river of women, 
Flowing up out of the depths of Being, and into history. 

Plato’s cave is a very male cave,
Male philosophy, science and religion,
Male political leaders, male inquisitions,

And now, in the modern world,
Formed over the past 300 years, since Descartes,
A thin and bare secular rationalism,
Tied to modern science,
The mathematical, matter and mechanism mindset,
The embodiment of the Masculine,
Of the male impulse here,
And here is where all of our problems originate,

The truth of this male impulse is there in Plato’s simile of the cave: Human beings dwell in an underground cave,
They are chained by the necks so that they can only see the wall before them,
A fire lit behind them casts their shadows on the wall,
Shadows that they take to be the Real,
And they compete for prizes in measuring and analyzing them,

And now if someone from the world above should come down into the cave,
And undo the chains,
And turn the inhabitants around,
They would see the fire,
And understand the shadows,
And then, if they were to go up out of the cave,
Into the world above,
They would at first be blinded by the light,
And then, make out trees and animals and people,
And then, observe the sun itself,
The One,

And they would be amazed.

Where are you when you are out of Plato’s cave?
On the Earth,
Able, there, to know what’s what,
To know what is ‘really Real,’

The difficulties for modern man,
For Cartesian man,
Are all there in Plato’s cave:

Men can see only their own shadows,
And they take their own shadows to be what is really Real,

And now, here we are,
And modern men peer out at the world through a little cage of concepts,
And they can see only their own concepts,
They are like the panther in Rilke’s poem ‘The Panther:’
All he can see is bars, and behind the bars, no world.

They are totally imprisoned by their own concepts.

Rilke knew that most men cannot and do not see,
And that a great many women can and do see,
And Rilke referred to himself as: A seeing man among the women,

And so, now here are the women,
Denied an education for most of our history,
Kept from the discussion,
Not part of the matter/mechanism mindset,
We live in other places, other ways,
In completely different terms,
Who we really are, and what we really know,
Men do not know,

Despised us from the very beginning, 
As of no account whatsoever,
Stripped us, from early on, of our all too obvious divinity,
‘Man is divine, woman isn’t,
A dictum that has sanctioned every form of male depravity against women,
Along with the Earth,

And now, here we are,
The modern world,
Civilisation itself,
Is a function of male terms,
Male ways of thinking,
And the state of the modern world,
The ravaged Earth,
Is a sure sign that the men have missed it,
That their thought traditions have missed it,
How did the men ever think they could get things right without us?
And now: The male thought traditions have run their one-sided course,

8. And so: Now, the women are here,
Here we are.
Finally, it is our time here,
And just in time.

And I put it boldly to you:

The truth of the universe, the truth the human race both needs and seeks,
Is not in our male thought traditions,
Not there in male religions, male philosophy or male science,
Not there in our much celebrated ‘high cultures.’

And the state of the world can be views as the conclusion of a long argument across the centuries that began with false premises.
Because the truth is not in our male thought-traditions, 

It is in what they omitted, left out,
It is in the negligibles,
The fuller, richer terms from which Reason itself,
And the narrow, thin and sterile rationalism of the modern world,
That imprisons everyone,
Come from,
From which they all spring,

The truth is not in our male thought traditions,
It is in all that these traditions have looked down upon,
Despised and rejected,

It is in the negligibles,
It belongs to the mystics, the shamans, the native peoples,
The Feminine,
Coming in now with women and with the Earth,
And it is back behind Plato, 
In the Feminine Mystery schools that Plato denigrated, denied and derailed,

And back beyond, in the ancient matriarchies, with their great inclusive receptive Love-consciousness,
Their Oneness, and their sense for the divine Earth, truly, missing from the whole of male history.

This term consciousness,
It has emerged in modern science,
But it points completely beyond that science, 
It has a place for the negligibles,
And now, maybe we can get it right, for the first time ever,

This term consciousness, 
It specifies a reality different from that of both science and philosophy: 
The great philosophers had the term ‘ideas,’ 
And they had the term ‘mind,’




Only Hegel is the exception, he did have the term ‘consciousness:
Consciousness suffers death at its own hands,’
For Hegel also, reality, and history, were ‘the unfolding of ideas,’

And Hegel had another radical insight, uniting two realities generally considered to be poles apart reason and the passions: The world-spirit, truly, Reason itself, unfolding the world, travels on the passions—the passions—of great men and women.

Science does have field properties with the concept of energy, 
But energy is not intelligent, without consciousness.

And so, we connect with the most ancient universe that our ancestors knew,
And the Feminine Mystery schools, who sought to know the divine through direct experience with the Earth

And with these ancient connections, have made, in these pages, a ‘second simplicity,’

And now,we are back with the pre-Socratic mystics:
Anaxagoras: Mind arranges all things,
Anaximenes: The apeiron, the unlimited,
The Infinite,
Parmenides: Whatever is, is,
Yes, and it is what it is,
So do not worry about it,

And Parmenides: Whatever is, is intelligible,
And in these pages,
We have found that what makes a thing intelligible ,
Is its final causality,
‘That for the sake of which,’
Its reasons for being,

And so, there it is, our little rational spasm,
On which we focus the whole of our attention,

‘All know the man their neighbor knows,
All think what other people think…’Yeats,

Virginia Woolf: Please, could we forgo yet another biography of Milton,
How I would like to know about the life of a perfectly ordinary woman who works at the bank…

The great tradition, the most incredible embodiment of male hubris,
Male self-preoccupation,
Male self-celebration, self-congratulation,,
A one-sided tradition of male reason,
Out of balance, out of relationship with the Feminine,
Has run its course,
And in the modern world,
Ravages the Earth,
Destroys its own life-support systems,
Reason gone mad,

And in a supreme impulse towards health,
Many modern students refuse to read the ‘great thinkers,’
‘No white dead European males,’
Turning, instead, to biographies and autobiographies of third world women,

The great tradition of male thinking, Heidegger has already called the wholel things into question as ‘forgetfulness of Being,’
Culminating, in the modern world, in Cartesian rationalism,
And in the modern world, it has run its course,
And now, finally, in the modern world,
With this term consciousness…






So bright at the top of things,
The top of the hierarchy,
Such light casts a long shadow,
Beneath it all, its terrible cost,
Untold misery for the people,
Some pope, some king always in a conquering mood,
Some army on the march,

The whole world is now trying to recover from Western civilization,
There it is, the sterile male head trip of the West,
The Cartesian corpse,

The great tradition of male thinking has run its course, 
Anyhow, a mere few-thousand years or so in the great four and a half billion year old life of the Earth, 
Surely, we can do better than this!

9. And so: I answer anew Kant’s questions, for the consciousness universe.

What can I know?
Anything but you must put your eye to the telescope.

What should I do? 
Befriend yourself,
Put your head in your heart,
Love, and do what you Love, 
For not ‘grim duty,’ but ‘what makes the heart sing’ is the true guide to life, 
And ethics is just the tip of the iceberg of Love,

Even St. Augustine, who would saddle us all with his doctrine of original sin, could say: Love, and do what you will,

Connect with Spirit, and bring Spirit here,
Be the full incarnation of Spirit that you truly are,
And practice allowing, 
Let you be yourself, and let others be themselves,
For no one knows what a full incarnation of Spirit looks like,

And is identity difficult, endless ‘self-making?”
‘Lose yourself in Me and you will find yourself…

What may I hope for? 
Life eternal, changing, growing and evolving in the company of our oldest friends, 
In the Love that Spirit is, in great Joy, Forever.

Kant summed up all his questions into one: What is man?
Yes, the great question of identity,
The Delphic oracle: Know thyself,
Who are we?

There is an issue about the self that underlies the entire tradition,
Plato’s Forms, patterns for the world, require a half-god to translate them into physical form,
Aristotle’s formal cause is behaving very like a self, pushing and pulling,
Moulding matter in the service of some final aim or end,

Acquinas, working with Aristotle’s Form/Matter distinction,
Desdcribed Spirit as pure Forom without matter,
Human beings as composites of Form/matter,
The generic human is the Form element,
Individuality owes to Matter,

We have suggested that Form would be better expressed as Spirit,
The Spirit/Matter distinction,
And the heart of Spirit is the ‘I,’
The self,
And the sense of self,
Being a self, having an ‘I,’
The deepest original Mystery of the entire universe,
Knowable only through our own direct experience of it.

And there it is in Descartes,
Human beings and Spirit had mind,
All else was Matter,
And mind is that which doubts, feels, thinks, reasons, wills, loves,
And: I think, therefore I am.

Kant took over the ‘I,’
The Self at the heart of all of its perceptions,
Its actions and activities,

And in the modern world, 
Existentialism takes over the ‘I,’
The anxious, frightened, lonely ‘I,’
And science turns us all into ‘cleverly wired machines,
No ‘I’ at all,
The ‘I,’ just a helpless ‘ghost in the machine,’
‘The shadows of a runner, running beside him, 
Never influencing his stride,’
An epiphenomenon,
An illusion,
The machine, the brain is what is ‘the really Real,’

It is said that every philosopher has just one idea,
If I have just one idea, it is the Idea of Self,
And the universe that I have been spelling out,
Is ‘the condition of the possibility of Self,’
And I have proposed that the new, true term for the universe,
This term conciousness…
The single fundamental idea behind the universe,
Bedrock,
The explanatory bedrock,
Irreducible to other terms,
Is the Idea of  Self,
And along with it, the ‘I,’ subject,
And subjectivity.

The Cartesion universe is organized into ‘things,’
Automata,  machines, 
Blind, deaf and dumb,
Pushed around by the forces,

Subjedtivity,
And selves, are a problem for this universe picture,
Ultimately, reduced to epiphenomena of matter,
The helpless ‘ghost in the machine,’

The Consciousness universe is organized into selves,
With a sense of self, and subjectivity,
Who function by completely different causalities than the purely physical forces,
Who are awake, aware, intelligent,
Who function by intent, purpose and plan,
Final causality,

There is something fundamental about the ‘I,’ in the universe,
The name that God gave for himself to Moses was simply: I Am,
And the gospels of Jesus ring with I Am: 
I am the good shepherd,
I am the way, the truth and the life,
I am the true vine,

There is something fundamental about the ‘I ‘in the universe,
And with the ‘I’ come new, true causalities,
The ‘I’ is awake, aware, enspirited,




I propose that the ‘I’ is a possibility,
A reality,
Indeed, the reality,
In the consciousness universe,
A specialization of consciousness,
The center of organization,
A focus of consciousness,
And that there is a connection between our own ‘I,’
Center of our sense of self,
And the greater ‘I Am’ of Spirit,
Deep within us,
Center of our beings,
And of Being,

And that all the ultimate causalities of the universe belong to consciousness,
Indeed, to selves,

I decide to raise my arm, and it goes up,
Everywhere we can see it, mental causalities precede physical events,
The self is bedrock, 
There behind every computer, every parkway, every high-rise,
Its causalities to be described in new terms,
Like ideas,
Like intent,
Like enspirited and awake,
Intelligent and creative,
Like self-development, self-realization, self-expression, 
Like value-fulfillment,
And like Love,
And there is no way, in the Cartesian universe,
To get a self out of things,

And the deep and true meaning of ‘the observer affects the observed,’
Emerging in modern physics,
Is really the emergence of the Self,
The discovery of the Self,
And of a relational universe,
That this is the new fundamental term for physics,
Something beyond bubbles and strings, atoms and molecules, matter and mechanism,
And so: Modern physics needs to stand itself,
And its current explanatory terms,
On their head,
For the dead mechanical universe is driving us all insane,
Let alone the ravaging of the Earth.

Whitehead thought that one day biology,
Far from being reducible to chemistry and physics,
Would revolutionize physics with its concept of ‘organism,’
I say: There is another, deeper concept that will revolutionize biology,
Will revolutionize the concept of organism,

And it is this term: Self,
That implies a totally different universe,
A whole new universe picture,
Not mechanics, functioning blind,

But enspirited, awake, intelligent, creative,
Functioning through Ideas,
Through intent, plan and purpose,
Final causality,
The universe is just like ourselves,
Let the barriers we have placed between ourselves,








10. And so I return to Kant’s question: What is man?

Well, man would go better with woman, 

With woman’s distinctive virtues, values, ways of being, and ways of knowing,
And in the universe that women know,
With Feminine divinities.

Women, edited out of history at the very beginning,
Men complain about ‘the brokeness of the world,’
Men broke the world when they edited women out of it,
Decided not to listen to women’s opinions,
What women wanted in the way of a civilization here,

Men complain that we have kept Pythagoras’ mathematical ratios of tones, 
And lost the harmony of the spheres,
Men lost the harmony of the spheres because they decided that women did not matter, And edited out of history women’s beauty, love and truth,
Ignored the dedicated caring, nurturing work of women that holds together the whole of civilization,
Never acknowledged, never mentioned, and never thanked,
Indeed, not even seen,
These colossal male egos could never see anything but themselves,
If women were visible at all, it was as something to be put down,

Men complain about the lack of Love in the modern world,
It went out the door with women,
And it is no accident that when St. Thomas made an experience of the Love that Spirit is,
He called it She.

Men complain that the human world is a ‘vale of tears,’
Yes it is,
But it does not have to be a vale of tears,
And was never meant to be so,
Men turned the world into the vale of tears that it is,
When men edited women out of history,
Out of the discussion,
Dismissed and ignored women’s perspective,
Women’s understanding,
Women’s desires,
So on the side of Love,
Of Life,

Thinking men have many complaints about the modern world:  We have lost our humanity; we have lost tolerance and justice;  we are sick from all the death and destruction; we are afraid of God; we are afraid of everything; we are a catastrophe for the Earth; we are doing in the planet,

And: Whatever happened to Truth? We are ready with the proof that we ought not to lie, but we go on lying anyways. 
And the real terrorist?  
He is us.

Somewhere, we have gone wrong,
Roger Penrose: There must be some other perspective, something we have overlooked…
Yes indeed, women,

Everything that men complain about in the modern world, 
Owes to a single cause: 
What Peter Kingsley ( In The Dark Places of Wisdom)calls :The barbaric subordination of women, 
At the dawn of history.

Everything that men complain about in the modern world has a single cure: 
Women,




Admit women to every social role, every position every place,
To the highest offices in the land,

And the Good News of these times?
It is happeing,

The cure for the madness of men is at hand,
It is here,
It can be said in a single term: Women.

Men have gone mad in the modern world,
No matter what they say, they think it is God saying it,
No matter what they do, it is the will of God,
They do not know what they are doing, or why they are doing it,
They just go on doing it,
They do not who to shoot, or why,
They just shoot,

And so, Now: The women are here,
And it is woman’s time here,
‘The ones you look down upon are sent to renew you,’
‘The last shall be first,’




Can set Reason its goals,
Its limits,




Love is superior to Reason,
Reason climbs a ladder up to Love,
And then it must lay down its weapons and serve.

11. And so, Plato’s road map for philosophy,

Has run its course in the modern world,
Is essentially over here,

Platonic rationalism is cruel,
Is cold, like the Greek Underworld,
Where flit the shades of former human beings,
Who will speak to you if you will give them some of your own life’s blood,

The coldness of Platonic rationalism casts its pall over the whole of male history,
Its modern expression is the mathematical, the matter/mechanism mindset,




Where Earth is just a thing,
Something to ravage and destroy.

Modern rationalism, the petty little rationalism that dominates our world,
That tries to control everyone and everything,,
That tries to control the Earth,
Behind it is Platonic rationalism,




Aristotle: Better to be the cousin of somebody real, then the brother of everyone in Plato’s state,
Indeed, and so Pascal: The heart hath its reason, that reason doth not know.

The much-celebrated ‘Platonic anonymity,’
Plato does not speak in the dialogues,
Let the argument unfold,
Let it speak for itself.

But what this means is that Plato has no ‘I,’
No ‘I’ which could unify the tri-partite soul,
That otherwise falls so easily into disrepair,

This Platonic anonymity lies behind the ‘objectivity’ of both philosophy and science,
But now we know that ‘the observer affects the observed,’
That even science is not really objective,
And in truth, philosophy is deeply ad hominem,
For arguments are only as good as their premises,
And where do the first premises come from?
They lie beyond the argument,

And so, Plato gave me my own priorities in knowing,
They are embedded within,
And lie behind,
This work: By means of things close to us, but of themselves, less intelligible,
We may know of things farther away, but of themselves, more intelligible

12. And so, I end my tour through the great philosophers,
And my return to Plato,

There it is,
The great philosophers missed it,
And those are the reasons that they missed it,
You cannot edit half of the human race out of it,
Out of the discussion,--
A half, moreover, so clearly different,
So from another country,
So obviously a divine being,
Along with the Earth herself,
So clearly, as so many men say of their wives: My better half,--
And hope to get things right,

When women are edited out of the discussion,
At the state,
Men get their first principles,
Their fundamental terms,
Wrong,
And when men separate themselves from the presence of women,
They go quite insane,
As the history of both philosophy and religion attests,

How could the great thinkers not seen the beauty and truth,
The Love,
The divinity of women?

As I write these lines,
In Afghanistan, 300 women, without bourkas,
Have marched,
To protest new laws permitting rape in marriage,
Only to be met by 1,000 men throwing rocks at them,

‘Men are divine, women aren’t?
You boys are fooling yourselves,
It is your own divinity that is in question,
And not ours,

Men need to go back to the drawing board,
And re-design themselves

13. Returning to the Earth,

And now: I am beginning to feel the chill of the Underworld,
Time to return, once again, to the Earth,
The land of the living,
In its robes of Spring green,
To walk out among the grasses, the trees,
Under a warm sun,
And to hear the singing birds once again,

Where are you when you are up from the Underworld,
And out of Plato’s cave,
So like the Underworld?

You are on the Earth,
And so, now,
Let us come to our senses in the modern world.

Plato’s world was a little static universe, the Earth at the center of things,
The planets, the stars revolving about it,
And man was at the center of this universe,
And the divine in man was his Reason,
And everything men did had tremendous importance in this scheme of things.

And now, the great Infinite evolving universe,
And Nietzsche: We live on a two-bit planet, circling a two-bit star,
How could we matter at all?
And how could anything we do matter?

I tell you: I will take the great and Infinite, evolving universe,
In which we nestle in some far off corner,
Nestle in Earth,
Her glorious seasons,
Her cultures and climes,
Any day,
In which I nestle here in the arms of the Beloved,
As I have nestled in coffee shops over the years,
Happily anonymous and invisible,
Free to observe the passing scenes for myself,
To see what is what,
Changing, growing an evolving,
Forever,
Held and withheld in a Love that is so ultimate,
So absolute,
And under this great promise: Behold, I renew all things…

And so: Time for a bite to eat,
A little snacrel of something, …

And so, in this work, we have opened out of our little Cartesian cage,
Out of the mind,
And opened into the Infinite,




Embedded in a cosmos that is consciousness.

Plato’s inspiration was Greek geometry,
Greek geometry,
And the stars, 
Look up, it is so obvious that the stars are divine beings,
And we are as divine as they in understanding their motions,

Indeed, the first ancient philosopher, Thales,
Fell into a well while looking at the stars,
Much to the amusement of a servant girl,

The stars,
Well, our sun, so near and close and dear,
Is our very own star,
Source of all Life on Earth,
And of we ourselves,
And so now, it is time to be here,
In this green Earth that the sun makes possible,

And a whole new principle is entering into history,
After Platonic Reason,
Neglected, despised and put down by Reason,
Especially ‘pure Reason,’
Love,
Entering the world along with the Feminine,
With the Earth,
With women,
And the great life-giving soul-nourishing energies of women,





The Winter of the human race owes deeply to Platonic rationalism,
Our Springtime will be Love,
And it will all be bound up with the life-giving, soul-nourishing energies of women,
Truly: Come down from Heaven to be here,
Into our sterile death-dealing civilization,
And both men and the world have never needed her more.

Women don’t know anything?
Women have nothing to say?

Roger Penrose: There must be some other perspective, something that we have overlooked…

14. And so, a whole new brave, bold and beautiful new Beginning of things:

Look, here come a man and a woman,
The man has a machine gun over his shoulder,
Hand grenades on his belt,
A belt of ammunition over his chest,

Throughout the Ages, he has spoken of himself,
About maleness, male being, and men,
We know a great deal about him,

And now, a woman, 
A basket of flowers under her arm,
Several small children playing about,
Beauty, loveliness and Love,

What do we know of her?
Nothing,
Only what men have said, all down the centuries,
About her,
Women, seen through the eyes of men,

Women have seldom spoken of themselves,
Who is she then?
Truly, the Unknown She.

Two realities, so obviously completely different,
Women have nothing to say?
Women only know what men tell them?
Women do not have souls?
Women are not divine beings?
The bearers, the nurturers of the whole of humankind,
Of all men,  the mothers,
We not know a thing or two?
Women are children?
Women bear all of the children,
Women know who the real children are here,
We not know something about Spirit?

You boys are fooling yourselves,
We know things that you boys cannot and do not know,
About everything,

And now, our time has come,







For we are going to renew the world,
From the ground up.

Freud considered woman essentially hostile to civilization,
In truth, if civilization has any life-blood in it whatsoever,
It owes to women,
Strange that Freud could not see this,

But indeed, to this civilization that ravages the Earth,
That spreads death and destruction over the whole planet,
Women need to be hostile,

And in an age of abstractions,
Where reality is made up as we go along,
It is women’s rage,
Women’s tears,
And women’s laughter,
Know exactly where the truth of things lies,

Freud, in exasperation: What does woman want?
With a planet going down the tubes,
And men gone mad,
Women are supposed to lie about, 
Read the fashion magazines,  
And eat grapes?

I say to Freud: Get out of our way, and you will soon find out!

Freud: After the heroic comes the exploration of the Feminine,
The truth?
After centuries of male heroics,
Sane women are here,
Who can see,
Who can see others,
Who can see the Earth,
Who know the planet is in trouble,
And who can do something about it.,

And so: Now it is women’s time here,
And if women can get to their feet,
And if women can find their strength,
And their own voices
If women can be strong, 
The men will find their way,

And so, the deepest truth of the modern world:
‘Hey boys, the women are here, 
You boys have completely forgotten yourselves,
We are here to remind you ,
And so: Move over.!

And we are going to make the difference,
We are going to make all the difference in the world,
To and for the world,

15. A Woman’s Take on Being
And new terms for the scheme of things:

‘The metaphysician must make herself explicit,’—Emil Fackenheim

The secret of the metaphysician?
Her terms for her own identity,
Are also the true fundamental terms for the Universe,
And of an ultimate openness between herself and the Universe,

And so, the most important new term, is this term ‘consciousness,’
As the true basis of the universe,
The true principles of the universe,
And so, of our understanding, our being, our lived life,

Of ourselves, as reincarnating beings,
Eternal and immortal,
Free, responsible and accountable,





Is organized by ideas,
Functions through intent, plan and purpose,
Final causality,

With many other attributes as well,
Basic properties of the universe that never found any home for themselves on the materialist account,
In the matter/mechanism mindset that dominates our world,

And so we replace the dead world, the dead Earth, and the dead universe, that men have made,
First in concepts, and then in our lived lives,
With one that is alive, awake, aware, 
Enspirited throughout,
Intelligent, creative and free,

And I propose new questions within this framework:

The true question for the Tucson conference: How does matter emerge out of consciousness?

And then: The real question is not  Socrate’s ‘what is it’ question,
But: What does it mean?
And not Kant’s ‘what is man’ question,
But the true question for every one of us: Who am I?
And what am I here for, now, in this present moment of historical grace?

What can I know here, what can I feel,
What am I able to say here?

And who can I be…?

How can I most fully become and embody the incarnation of Spirit,
The divinity that I am,  here?
And how can I best bring Spirit to Earth?

And just what is that universe in which these questions are meaningful,
And can be truly answered,
That is ‘the condition of their possibility?’

That universe in which ‘I can know, even as I am known?’( St. Paul)

And then: other new ‘what does it mean’ questions:
What does it mean to be…a human being, a metaphysician, a woman, a mystic, a poet?...

And the KEY: How so I make this shift out of fear and into Love?

Well, it begins with some new ideas,
A whole new and true set of fundamental terms,
A new metaphysics,
For these tumultuous times in our history,

And I daresay, a woman’s distinctive terms,
New fundamental terms for Being,
For it is not about ‘having a theory about Being,’
But deep ‘re-connection, and connection with…’

Out of separation, and into Oneness…
Out of our long Winter of fear and separation, dominated by male values, ways and systems of thought,
Into the Love and connectedness of our Springtime, 
Bound up with the Reappearance of the Feminine, and the advent of women, 
With distinctive new ways of knowing, of being, 





And so, here is a new thought foundation for civilization itself,
And for a deeply rooted future,
Here on planet Earth:

And so: Where are we now, in our human story?

The first shall be last, and the last shall be first,
The ones you look down upon are  sent to renew you,
The stone rejected by the builders is now the cornerstone,

And so: This present moment of historical grace,

	The Awakening, the Feminine, The 
Reappearance of the Feminine, The Second Coming, 
The Dawn of the Era of Women,

And THE KEY to a whole New Beginning here: Woman,

Women, the rising tide of women,
The great underground river of women,
Flowing up out of the depths of Being,
And into the modern world,
Bringing with them, new values, ways of being, ways of knowing,
The life-giving, soul-nourishing energies of Life itself,

And with them: All of history’s other negligibles,

Oneness,
The Mystics, the Awakened Ones, walking the path of the perfect, in Oneness,
The shamans, the native peoples, the Feminine,

And the Earth, touchstone for the Real and the True,
A living and conscious being,
Consciousness throughout,
A continuum of consciousness, of many inter-acting forms of consciousness,
Including our own,
Oneness, at all levels and depths,
And the Oneness is Love,

And so, Spirit, the most inclusive and universal term for all religions,
Spirit, the most ultimate term for the universe,
For all discipines,
The Earth, The Universe and Ourselves,
Embodiments, expressions, and incarnations of Spirit throughout,
Divine and sacred throughout,

There is nothing but divinity,







And with Spirit, come the greatest mystery of the universe,





An Earth, a Universe, that is interconnected and intersubjective,
Inter-relational, Oneness and One,

Where subjectivity is the most ultimate causality in the universe,
Source of all,

And so: The laws of the universe: (Tom Berry) Subjectivity, differentiation, communion,

And with subjectivity, the ultimate causality and the ground of all other causalities, come: Intent, plan and purpose,
Final causality,
And then, freedom, creativity,
And terms like self-development, self-realization,
Self-expression, and self-fulfillment,

Spirit, the ultimate term for the universe,
Infinite Consciousness,
A divine subjectivity, and its causalaities,
Of Love,
Love, Magic and Surprise,

Being, existence, ultimately organized by terms like:
	Love, Light, Life, Power, Peace, Beauty, Joy,
Forms for Being, like the sliding structure of water,

Spirit: The native peoples had it right,
Everything is alive, awake and aware,
Everything has its own spirit,
And is also a part of, Spirit Itself,

And so: New questions for science, philosophy and religion,
In spelling out this new universe picture:
About freedom and creativity,
The implications of reincarnation,
What it means for how we think about ourselves, our lives,
And then: Questions about this mysterious ‘I,’
This I Am, and how it incarnates itself in physical form,

The causalities of development, guided by a consciousness that precedes physical form, and continues after it,

And what it means to be an immortal, eternal being,




The dance of consciousness,
Awake, aware, alive,
Moving into and out of physical form,

And it goes on,
And it goes on Forever,

And the new task of these times in our history: 
After centuries of gazing heavenwards, how do we bring Spirit here?
How do we become the very fullness of Spirit that we most truly are,
With all of Spirit’s powers?
Opening up, and opening out?

Moving out of fear and into Love,

We live in a universe where no two snowflakes are alike,
Where we spend most of our time trying to be like everyone else,
Or making others behave like us,
And so, the  new key to ethics: Allowing,
Allow yourself to be who you are,
And others to be themselves,

And then, knowing, the categories,
After the arid and sterile abstractions of the Cartesian mindset,
The literal, matter and mechanism mindset,
That served for a time,
But is now doing both ourselves and the planet in,

Abraham knew Sarah,  knowing should be like that,
And it is,
Through all of our buried Feminine modes,
Our bodies, senses, souls, our deep psyches, our Spirit,
Directly experiencing all of the many forms of consciousness around us,
Well below the level of mind,
And oh, that is where the bliss is!

Consciousness is organized by ideas,







And other terms that Jung associated with the Feminine:
Synthesis, imaginative, intuitive, instinctual, imagistic, relational,
Affirmative, accepting, non-judgmental, wholistic—truly, just what the planet needs more of right now,

And with women, come other buried terms in our history, like the body, sex, the passions, the emotions, the deep psyche, the soul,
And all of our outcast Feminine ways of knowing, through our bodies, sense our souls, our deep psyches,

And so, our truly human task on Earth:
Come down to Earth,
Bring Spirit here,
Be responsible for the Earth,
For the health and well-being of all,
Let us come to know and understand the planet,
And ourselves,

To co-create, with Spirit,
Something beautiful for all,
Here on the Earth plane,
And bring to Earth, the plane of so much fear,
Suffering and separation,
The Joy, Love and connectendess,
And the wisdom we knew in the Spirit world from whence we come,

That is what we are here for,
To nurture the planet,
To nurture one another,

It is, in fact, all pretty simple,

And so, to recapitulate:
I put into your hands a little set of concepts,
Like seeds,
Source of a truly new world order:

Spirit, Consciousness, Oneness, Love, the Earth, the Feminine,




Love, Light, Life, 
Power,
Peace, Beauty and Joy,

And the final word for existence itself,












My terms for myself,




And so, my terms for Being:
A Portrait of the Feminine,
A Feminine Vision for the World,
Emblems of a great journey,
Symbols of the transformation,

A handful of seeds,
With which to sow the Earth,
They have unfolded through this work,
They are on my wall,
And I ever return to them,

Simple words,
Words that are Spirit and Life,

I name myself by words,

The secret of the metaphysician,
And of her true identity?

My terms for the Universe,
And my names for myself,
Are one and the same,

And so, some lovely new words,
Life-giving, soul-nourishing,
Through which to create a New Heaven,
And a New Earth,

And now: Okay my friends, let’s go for it!

And just what is it all really about?		

Something to do with differentiation in Oneness,
Something to do with Love,
Something to do with Joy,


16. And so: New Premises for the Whole of Civilizationf
      New Wineskins for New Wine

This highly uncivil civilization that is falling into disrepair all about us here,
And especially Western civilization,
Is said to derive from two sources,
Athens and Jerusalem,

Greece begins with Homer’s Iliad,
The great Achilles, in a rage because he did not get a slave girl he wanted,
Sitting out the war with Troy,
Likewise over a woman,

On every page, a gory description of some guy’s guts pouring out,
Lord, who can stomach this stuff?!
Well, men get off on it,

And then, from Jerusalem,
The Old Testament, a male God, creating the world in 7 days,
With, of course, human beings in first place,
And his fateful decrees, two of the worst precepts the human race ever got hold of: 
Go forth and multiply,
And: Have dominion over the Earth, and subdue it,
Roughly translated as: It was all made for us,




And then, the New Testament, founding the whole of a civilization on a most barbaric crucifixion, kept in place for centuries by an army of celitabe male priests,

And in recent days, men have defined these times as ‘modern,’
And then, the post-modern,
And then, the post  post modern,
And so, now what?

Who can stomach this stuff?
Surely, we can all do much better than this!

And so, after Ages past, named for various forms of male depravity,

Here , with the women, at a brave, bold and beautiful new Beginning of things,
And of a true and rooted future of Life on Earth,
In honor of the living God,
Who created the whole Earth,
And the billions and billions of life forms,
So many bright-eyed and lovely creatures, 
That man, taking himself to be ‘made in the image of God,’
Has virtually destroyed,

Let us name this new Age that now lies before us,
An Age founded on Love and Truth,
In alignment with Love, Light and Life,





Let us name it after one of the most beautiful,
And the most mysterious,
Of all flowers,

Let us call it,: The Age of the Iris,
Named for the Goddess of the Rainbow,
The Rainbow Goddess,
And known all over the world for its healing properties,
An Age in which every individual,
And every form of Life itself, 
May flourish,
And let us make it so,

And so, a bold brave and beautiful New Beginning for us,
Here on planet Earth,
The Beginning of Forever,
For the song is endless,
And the singing shall never be done,

All love and peace,
Lorna.
December 2012


